The third in an award-winning range of up-to-date bilingual school dictionaries, this new publication has been eagerly awaited by teachers and parents alike — not to mention learners who will now have an easy, take-to-school dictionary. The publishers aimed it at mainly Grade 4 to 9 learners, providing support both to isiZulu learners who are learning English, and English children who are learning isiZulu.

All examples in the isiZulu to English side are real examples. In the English to isiZulu side the examples are either authentic or carefully designed illustrative sentences compiled by mother-tongue English speakers. The dictionary even includes activities that give learners the chance to practise learning the languages.

**DRUM SAYS:** A learning tool that will go a long way to ensuring an improved isiZulu in our schools, while also helping English-speakers who want to learn a new language.